LT MINI STEPPER
For all of the following exercise programs take extreme care when stepping
on and off of the LT Mini Stepper.

Free Stepping
Swing arms from side to side.
Add intensity to your workout
by swinging arms higher.

Squat
Squat or lower your buttocks by bending
at the hips. Do not allow your knees to
extend beyond your toes . Keep this
position as long as comfortable then
return to the normal stepping position.

Resistance Tubes

Alternate Bicep Curl
Grip the resistance tubes and extend arms down
with palms facing up. While stepping down, curl the
opposite arm up towards your chest alternating
lifting your arms back and forth with each step.

Use only the original accessories
supplied with this unit. Use of any
other attachment will void the
warranty and may cause injury.

Alternate ShoulderPress
Grip the resistance tubes and extend one arm up,
pressing over your head. While stepping down, press
the opposite arm over your head, alternating lifting
your arms back and forth with each step.

Deltoid Raises
Grip the resistance tubes and extend arms
down to waist height at the front of your body.
With palms facing down and arms slightly bent,
raise your arm from your shoulder. While
stepping down alternate lifting your arms back
and forth with each step.

Electronic Display
Track total strides, strides per
minute and calories.
Press the mode button to select a ·
function on the LCD display window.

Side Deltoid Raises
Grip the resistance tubes and extend arms down
to waist height at the sides of your body. With
palms facing down and arms slightly bent at the
elbow, raise your arm from your shoulder. While
stepping down raise and lower both arms at the
same time with each step.

WARNING - PLEASE READ BEFORE EXERCISING
We strongly recommend that you consult with your doctor or fitness expert before starting this or any exercise program. Special
importance applies if you are pregnant, suffering from any illness or over the age of 35 years. If you experience pain, shortness of
breath, dizziness or any type of unusual discomfort, contact a physicia n immediately. Know your exercise limits before you begin!
Keep this exercise device away and out of reach of small children and pets. SEVERE INJURY MAY OCCUR IF HAIR, CLOTHING,
FINGERS OR OTHER BODY PARTS BECOME ENTANGLED WITHIN THIS DEVICE WHILE IT IS IN USE.
Over a period of time you will become more confident on the LT Mini Stepper. Until then , we recommend using the aid of a chair,
table or stable surface for support. Use caution when getting on and off of the LT Mini Stepper.
Never use the LT Mini Stepper on an uneven or unstable surface. Surfaces should be flat and dry at all times.
Do not use the LT Mini Stepper if it is damaged. Always inspect for loose or damaged parts which could resu lt in personal injury.

GETTING STARTED
Always warm-up your muscles before exercising. Start your exercise program conservatively. Select a goal or pace for each exercise
that is easily performed. Alternating your daily workouts every other day reduces lactic build-up and consequently reduces muscle
soreness. Begin and end each exercise session by stretching your muscles for 7-10 minutes.
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1.Scan : Press "mode" key to select
"scan",this function will
automatically scan through
all the fuctions displayed on
the bottom line of the monitor.
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2.Time : Automatically accumulates
workout time when exercising:
3.Count: Automatically accumulates the
Number of Steps when exercising .
4.Total Count :Automatically accumulates the Total number of steps performed
for different exercise sessions.
S.Cals: Automatically accumulates calories burnt when exercising .
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FUNCTION BUTTON
Mode: To select functions of time ,count ,total count, calories ,hold the button for
2 seconds to"reset" .
NOTE
1.1f the display is faint or shows no figures ,please replace the batteries.
2.The monitor will automatically shut off if there is no signal received after 4 to 5
minutes .
3.The monitor will be auto-powered on when starting to exercise ,push button
w/signal in.
4.AII functions will automatically stop calculating w/a "stop" sign in the upper left
comer of the monitor when there is no signal received for a period of 4 seconds.
The monitor will automatically start calculating w/ "stop" sign off when exercising
again .
5.The monitor will automatically start calculating when you start to exercise and will
stop calculating when you stop exercising for 4 seconds .

Mini Side Steppe r-Lubri cation Proced ure
If your Mini Side Stepper starts to make a "Squeak ing"nois e
please follow the 4 Steps below. The reason for the noise is that
the lubricati on on the belt has dried out and needs to be relubricate d. Please note do not over lubricate as any excess oil
will be deposite d on the floor, place on a mat to protect your floor.
STEP 1
Turn the Tension Knob towards "minus"
until you reach the lowest position.
( 1)

STEP 2
Turn the Stepper over and add 3 drops of o i I at
point A (betwee n the belt and pulley)- 00 NOT
OVER LUBRIC ATE
(2)

STEP 3
Repeat Step 2 at point B(betwe en the belt and
pulley)- 00 NOT OVER LUBRIC ATE

(3)
STEP4
Place the Mini Side Stepper on the floor( Place it
on a mat in order to catch any excess oil)increa se
the resistan ce and use for approx 2 minutes ,
this will spread the oil over the belt,if you can
still hear the noise carry out the procedu re
aga1n.

